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INTRODUCTION

StreamTV Networks Inc. (StreamTV) started in 2011 to develop Ultra-D™ technology, and has locations  
in Los Angeles, Philadelphia, London, Eindhoven, Beijing, and Taipei. The main mission of StreamTV is to bring 
glasses-free 3D technology to the mass market. We are actively creating an Ultra-D technology layer on top of the 
existing 2D video ecosystem. Our activities span content creation for the movie and gaming industry, content 
distribution in broadcasting and streaming industries, and enabling partners to integrate the Ultra-D intellectual 
property (IP) with set makers. Technology research, development and industrialization is performed in Eindhoven - 
The Netherlands by SeeCubic, a wholly owned subsidiary of StreamTV.

Innovations in LCD and OLED panels keep progressing to the point that 4K resolution is becoming a commodity 
and 8K is the next point on the horizon. These panels come in all sizes, ranging from 5” to 100”. StreamTV can turn 
all these panels into glasses-free 3D screens with our Ultra-D technology, converting all available 2D and stereo 
content to Ultra-D with our propriety real-time algorithm. The Real-Time Conversion (RTC) IP block is an 
implementation of this algorithm. 

Our business development team requested that the engineering department develop the RTC IP block for 
integration into a SoC. At the time of this request, partnerships for the SoC still had not been determined. So, 
fundamental design parameters like silicon technology, interfaces, protocols, memory, and bandwidth requirements 
were unknown. Hence, a technical specification could not be created. However, in order to engage in a partnership 
for the SoC, a proof-of-concept of the IP block was needed. With this mutual dependency, we faced a “Catch-22” 
problem: we could not develop the block without a specification and a partnership for the SoC could not move 
forward without a proof-of-concept block! In this whitepaper, we show how we used Catapult® High-Level 
Synthesis (HLS) to solve this problem.
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UNDERSTANDING THE RTC IP OPERATION OF CONVERSION
The RTC IP converts video into Ultra-D (Figure 1). For 2D video, the image is sent to the 2D Depth Estimation 
function and it creates a depth map. This image and depth map are both sent to the Ultra-D rendering block. For 
stereo video, the left and right image are sent to the Stereo Depth Estimation function and it also creates a depth 
map. The left image and the depth map are sent to the Ultra-D rendering block.
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Figure 1: RTC IP block supports 2D and stereo video

A depth map is a black-and-white image of the same resolution as the input image. This depth information is 
captured in the grayscale of the pixels, meaning: the whiter the pixels, the more they are in the front; the darker the 
pixels, the more they are in the back. Every color pixel of the input picture has a depth pixel associated with it. Both 
Depth Estimation functions also generate required meta-data for rendering.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LIMITS OF THE PREVIOUS 
CONVENTIONAL DESIGN FLOW

The RTC IP was a completely new hardware block. This was convenient because there was no need to support 
legacy code or to be backwards-compatible with previous versions or older standards.

As a starting point the project could use the algorithm in C++ and associated documentation. Several sessions 
between the design team with the System Architect were held to explain all the blocks in the conversion 
algorithms. Critical portions of the design were analyzed, resulting in block diagrams and additional 
documentation. We prepared for the conventional design flow by coding the algorithms in RTL by hand. The RTL 
code that is intended for integration into a SoC, is first written for an FPGA platform, as a proof-of-concept. Figure 2 
shows the design flow.
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Figure 2: The previous design flow

This flow has fundamental problems, including:

1. The digital designers need to understand the documentation and golden reference model (written in C++). 
Then a detailed RTL digital design is manually created. This is a time-consuming process.

2. The detailed digital design is implemented in RTL code, which is an error-prone process.

3. For quality assurance, the RTL code needs extensive verification. Setting up a RTL test and verification 
environment and designing all the tests is a substantial development effort.

4. The first step is to make the FPGA demonstrator. To make the code work on that platform, FPGA-specific 
design practices sneak into the code. For example, to meet the FPGA clock frequency, buffers are registered 
on the inputs and outputs and/or registers are added to compensate for latency. As a result, the RTL code is 
technology-specific to some extent.

In addition to these problems, this flow is time consuming and industry practice shows that 60% or more of the 
development effort is spent in verification.

The “Catch-22” problem still exists in our quest to implement the IP for a SoC using this flow because the RTL code 
easily becomes FPGA-specific and a very substantial design effort is needed to make a first FPGA demonstrator. 
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INTRODUCING THE NEW DESIGN FLOW
Research and development on HLS has been ongoing for many years in the industry and we have followed these 
developments closely. Because we are a relatively small company, we can only adopt new technology that is 
mature and that has been proven in real-life, production projects in order to minimize risk. 

Then, about two years ago, two key events happened within the same timeframe: an ex-colleague shared his 
positive experience at NVIDIA® using Catapult HLS and we attended a presentation about the tool at a local high-
tech event in Eindhoven that showcased the possibilities of an HLS flow. These two events provided an indication 
that the HLS technology was mature. Importantly, the HLS flow held promise of technology retargeting from FPGA 
to SoC technology and the ability to cope with late-stage design specification changes. These were additional 
indications that HLS could help us solve our “Catch-22” problem.

Catapult HLS provides a hardware design solution for designers that generates high-quality RTL from C++ and/or 
SystemC descriptions that target ASIC or FPGA implementation. It ensures fast design and verification and delivers 
RTL ready for simulation and RTL synthesis.

We contacted Mentor to discuss how Catapult HLS could be used for our designs. A small C++ code sample was 
created that represented the over-all architecture of the RTC IP block and we sent it to Mentor to evaluate. This 
sample code had several difficult problems that were already identified during the design phase of the RTC IP 
block. 

Based on initial discussions and evaluation of the code sample, Mentor provided a limited-period full evaluation 
license for Catapult HLS. During that period, Mentor provided three day onsite support two times where we 
discussed the sample C++ code, solved all encountered problems, and in the end the design was working correctly 
in the RTL simulator – all without having to write any RTL code by hand.

The new HLS design flow (Figure 3) changes the world of digital and algorithmic design at our company. 
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Figure 3: The new HLS design flow

Key points about this new HLS design flow include:

 ■ Joined team: both algorithm and digital designers create the hardware block. Each designer remains an 
expert in their own discipline. By using the same language, C++, these two worlds really become one. This 
eliminates human interpretation errors that can occur in the conventional flow, because there is no manual 
translation of C++ to RTL code.
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 ■ Single design language for hardware generation: for this project, the C++ code needs to be (re)written 
in a Kahn Processing Network (KPN) style as that makes it possible to model hardware parallelism. C++ code in 
KPN style is understood by Catapult and it generates hardware from it. Specific technology information 
provided as input to the tool produces clean, synthesis-ready RTL for that technology which is also 
understood by the backend tools such as Altera/Intel® Quartus® software for FPGA’s.

 ■ HLS directives: specifying directives instructs Catapult how to synthesize the hardware (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Directives are key for using the same code to experiment with technology targets

Directives add timing behavior aspects like data throughput and latency for each block. Directives influence 
hardware generation. For example, we can influence area by specifying if and how loops should be unrolled, 
or that a loop should be executed once in every four clock cycles. If we don’t unroll the loop we save on area. 
If our requirement is that two loop body executions are required in one clock cycle then the loop could be 
unrolled, meeting the performance requirement and then justify the area that is needed in the hardware. So 
by means of directives, we choose the right data throughput using minimal resources. Catapult automatically 
creates the schedule of the block timing, creates the processing state machine, and compensates for latency 
where needed.

 ■ Technology specification: the backend process is the same as for handwritten RTL. Because technology is a 
directive in the HLS flow, we can generate different RTL for different targets, as Figure 5 shows.
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Figure 5: Specifying different technologies using the same golden reference code
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In Catapult, the C++ code is separate from the technology data, allowing technology changes without changing 
the code. For example, with an Altera® (Intel) technology library the generated RTL can run at 150 MHz, but by 
choosing a TSMC technology library, we can generate a different design, running at a 450 MHz clock speed. 

PERFORMING BLOCK-WISE VERIFICATION
We write algorithmic code using C++ functions. To prove that these functions are correct, we write extensive tests, 
also in C++. In this existing code, by selecting a function and turning it into hardware, the remaining code is used 
as a testbench. Catapult automatically creates the interface between the software testbench and the generated 
RTL hardware. Thus, the C++ tests are reused for digital simulation without having to manually write a testbench in 
RTL. This provides a single environment for both the hardware design as well as the creation of the test and 
verification code.

As an example, consider a filter block with two sub blocks: pre_filter and edge_detect as Figure 6 shows. The block 
test, as well as the hardware blocks, are described in C++.
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Figure 6: Performing block-wise tests

 

The designer writes the directives to direct Catapult to generate the hardware of the pre_filter. Using  
Catapult/SCVerify this pre_filter block can be simulated. Without any change in the C++ code the block test, filter  
and edge_detect are now used as testbench  and it provides stimuli to and from this generated hardware, as shown 
on the left side of Figure 6. 

This method is also used for creating the edge_detect hardware block (not shown in Figure 6). The designer then 
writes the directives of the filter composition that instantiates pre_filter and edge_detect. Again, using Catapult/
SCVerify this filter block can be simulated. Without any change in the C++ code the block test is now used as 
testbench and it provides stimuli to and from this generated hardware, as shown on the right side of Figure 6.

This verification process enables the transformation of complete C++ functions into hardware in a block-wise 
approach. The C++ block test is the testbench for the complete function. The C++ function is a 100% verified 
hardware representation.
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AFFECTING THE TEAM ORGANIZATION
Moving to an HLS flow means that C++ code now represents:

 ■ Software

 ■ Software test

 ■ Verification testbench

 ■ Hardware code

The design and verification team now works using a single language, which has an impact on how we organize 
teams and projects within the company. We now have smaller teams and a smaller code base to maintain. These 
changes allow the project team to take maximum advantage of the new HLS methodology, resulting in getting our 
products to market faster than our previous methodology.

GETTING SUPPORT FROM MENTOR
Switching from an RTL flow to a HLS flow can result in a significant learning curve, so support from Mentor was 
crucial for our first project. Mentor has a policy to assign a field application engineer to the customer for the 
duration of the project. This provides a great mutual advantage since that engineer learns and intimately 
understands the project and our team and we all understand and achieve the project goals together. In summary, 
we believe that:

 ■ Good support was essential to our first project.

 ■ Starting with basic on-site training covering HLS methodology and tool use brought everyone up the learning 
curve.

 ■ Having a field application engineer on site that is acquainted with the design is a valuable resource.

 ■ Receiving advice from an on-site, experienced engineer on design issues that arise saves time.

 ■ Reaping the Advantages of Catapult HLS

At the end of the project, we observed that there are two key advantages of using Catapult HLS:

 ■ Time savings: with Catapult HLS, we reduced development time by more than 50%. This enabled us to 
complete the project with our small, existing team in-house, plus a few local contractors. This reduced project 
overhead, as communication lines are short and in-depth design changes are easily discussed. The learning 
time of HLS was around three months per designer, but that time was paid back during the execution of the 
first project due to the reduced development time.

 ■ Adjusting to last-minute design changes: the tool provides many benefits and design flexibility. 
Algorithmic changes can be applied late in the development process, which gives us the freedom to explore 
different design options. This flexibility also creates the possibility to complete a first implementation to make 
the design work, and later on to do fine tuning and/or change things to optimize for area and/or performance. 
For example:

 –We implemented an initial version of a histogram block to demonstrate that it could run on the hardware. 
The requirement was to do a read-accumulate-write operation with data throughput of 1 pixel/clock on 
every pixel. Catapult showed that it was not possible to schedule this in the targeted hardware. So, the 
algorithm was changed with no reduction in system quality. 

 – In another block, a true hardware division is used in multiple processing stages. In a first, straightforward 
implementation, multiple divider instantiations were applied to demonstrate a working solution. However, 
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Catapult showed that these hardware dividers were not fully utilized (not active in all clock cycles). So, the 
design was later optimized to use a single divider that executes the division operation of all processing 
stages and the tool changed the sub-block partitioning, data routing, and pipelining significantly. This type 
of change could never be done using manual RTL code due to the amount of work and associated 
verification effort.

ANALYZING DESIGN BUG STATISTICS
In the project, 95% of the RTL is generated by Catapult HLS and only 5% is manually created, so the amount of 
manual RTL code is relatively small compared to the HLS code. On the interfaces of a block generated by Catapult 
HLS, a standard channel protocol is applied. Manual RTL is written to connect this channel protocol to external 
interfaces. Analyzing the bugs in this code, 20% are in the HLS-generated RTL and 80% are in the manual RTL 
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7 design bug statistics

 

The bugs in HLS-generated code can be spilt up into 5% that where caused by lack of understanding about how 
C++ code translates into the expected hardware and 15% that were caused by HLS directive errors that we made. 
For example:

 ■ We mistakenly set a pipeline state machine to stall-mode instead of flush-mode. 

 ■ We specified a number for a FIFO that was too small, so there was insufficient storage in the channel to store a 
complete line of data, causing a deadlock. 

A key reason for the bugs in the manual RTL were protocol violations. Our testbench environment had bus 
functional models to generate and capture the variants of transactions. And several times we extended our test list 
with new tests when a new bug appeared. We also created more randomized variants of transactions to improve 
our protocol coverage and to prevent regressions. 

Other reasons for bugs in manual RTL included: mismatches in the register interfaces and issues with clock domain 
crossings.
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LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE DESIGNS
It is fundamental to understand conventional digital design within the context of the HLS design flow. With HLS, 
digital designers start designing in C++ for the main design blocks, and still use SystemVerilog or VHDL where HLS 
is not suitable. 

Working together as a joint team on the same code really helps to get the design correct. Debugging in the C++ 
domain reduces debugging effort later on during simulation and testing on the hardware.

Software designers starting with HLS need to understand digital design. Catapult is not just another software 
compiler. The code is actually a hardware description, written in the C++ language. So the concept of “good code” 
vs. “bad code” is now based on new criteria: “Does this code result in the hardware that we have designed?”

It is very beneficial to be able to change architectures of blocks or sub blocks late in the design cycle, particularly if 
specifications change. This allows us to explore different options without having to manually make all the code 
changes. In the conventional RTL approach, this is not possible because of time to market and/or rerunning (parts) 
of the verification tests.

Bottom line: HLS designers must understand how and why the C++ code results in the generated hardware.

And last but not least, within StreamTV/SeeCubic, Catapult HLS will be used for almost every new project going 
forward. Catapult HLS has proven to be an efficient and mature methodology for IP development.

To learn more about Catapult HLS, see the website here.
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